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School of Distance Education Radio and Television Page 5 Module I Organizational structure of a radio
station Radio is one of the important inventions of the 20th Century, which has changed the overall meaning
of the term mass communication.
Radio and Television - Official website of Calicut University
A professional video camera (often called a television camera even though the use has spread beyond
television) is a high-end device for creating electronic moving images (as opposed to a movie camera, that
earlier recorded the images on film).Originally developed for use in television studios, they are now also used
for music videos, direct-to-video movies, corporate and educational videos ...
Professional video camera - Wikipedia
In cinematography, a jib is a boom device with a camera on one end, and a counterweight and camera
controls on the other. It operates like a see-saw, but with the balance point located close to the
counterweight, so that the camera end of the arm can move through an extended arc.A jib permits the
camera to be moved vertically, horizontally, or a combination of the two.
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